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1. Key message
Matters related to Ramadan timings fall within the derived aspects of the law (Sharia),
where differences of opinion are acceptable and even considered a mercy, provided they do not
lead to inter-communal disharmony. We do not promote any single view but recognise that
all these opinions are the fruits of the diligent labour of qualified scholars, and are within the
parameters of the law. No viewpoint has a definitive and unequivocal sacred text by which
it may gain monopoly over others, though some positions are more textually and classically
evidenced than others. We believe that maintaining ties of mutual love and harmony
is a far greater obligation than rigidly sticking to one’s opinion in such derived matters.
However, it is past time to build local consensus on these issues, given the animosity and strife
that such differences create. The BBSI extends an offer, considering its unique ecumenical
position bridging scholarly, ethnic and regional groups, to come together as a single Muslim
community in the UK to find a way forward so as to ensure fidelity to tradition, ease for the
community, and inter-communal harmony.

2. Summary: Important points to remember
Determining Prayer and Fasting times
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

There is no consensus (ijma’) amongst the scholars on which methods to deploy for
crescent moon or twilight sighting – especially if visibility is impaired or there is
persistent twilight – or how to deal with long fasts. The sacred texts (nusus) on these
issues are open to different interpretations, within defined parameters.
The issue of which method should be used to determine these issues in such
circumstances is a matter that relates to the subsidiary aspects (furu’) of the law and
not the core matters (usul al-din) established by definitive and unequivocal texts.
Differences of opinion on such questions is permissible.
This is most certainly not a matter about which either mutual condemnation (inkar)
– or, in extremis, anathematisation (takfir) – of individuals or groups is permitted.
All scholars and groups are sincerely trying to arrive at what they believe is the
strongest legal position. We need to maintain mutual respect for all opinions that
are based on qualified scholarship, even if we strongly disagree with them.
The Muslim laity is free to follow any of these opinions; no single opinion has a
monopoly over the truth, and one can rest assured that following any of them will
ensure that one’s fast, prayers and ‘Id are valid. It is legally incorrect to claim that
those following another position have invalidated their worship.

Consensus and Conformity
1.
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The obligation to maintain communal harmony and avoid discord (fitna) is clearly
established by definitive texts. It should be the absolute priority for the Muslims of
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any given region.
Where rigidly following one’s opinion will clearly lead to disharmony and discord
(fitna), then the principle of conformity to the majority should be followed.
3. The Quran and Prophetic Sunna are replete with examples of prioritising societal
harmony over apparently doing ‘the right thing’, such as the Treaty of Hudaybiya,
the demolition of Masjid al-Dirar, and the decision to not rebuild the Ka’ba in its
original form.
4. Scholars and other parties need to work towards a consensus in their areas and, if
this is not possible, then go with the majority to maintain community ties. To give up
the opinion of the group or scholar one follows in order to avoid dissension will not
invalidate your fast/’Id, but should rather be considered a meritorious act.
2.

The Importance of a single ‘Id in a locality
The aim (maqsad) of ‘Id as a celebration that brings the entire community together
is violated by having ‘Id on different days within the same family, town or city.
2. There is no precedent in the canonical law that justifies ‘Id being celebrated on
different days within the same family, town, city for people who are resident there.
3. The principle of conformity to the local community (muwafaqa ahl al-balad) does
not permit ‘Id to be celebrated on different days in one locality.
4. There is an opportunity to build a consensus based on sighting in the UK as the
quality and range of sighting locations reaches a point of acceptance by all sides of
the debate.
1.

3. Purpose of this guidance
This guidance aims to place the annual debate on moonsighting and fasting in its
jurisprudential context, namely, that it is an area where the application of the sacred
texts are open to different but valid interpretations (mujtahad fihi). It acknowledges
and respects the sincere efforts of scholars on all sides to arrive at what they believe is the
strongest opinion. However, there is an obligation on scholars to provide leadership in
this area and move towards a consensus. This discussion paper does not seek to promote
any particular viewpoint, but merely to illustrate the breadth of acceptable opinion.
It should be acknowledged that the Muslim community in the UK is diverse and ‘multicoloured’, drawn from different cultures, ethnicities, and schools of thought – and this
is more evident in some localities than others. Given the vitality and variation of legal
thinking in such a community, it is unlikely that they will come to the same conclusion on
peripheral issues. Rather than a failing to reach consensus on one position, then, the BBSI
aver that we should focus on negotiated agreement in the interests of community welfare.
It is important to recognise that difference of opinion in these matters relates to the
The British Board of Scholars & Imams
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furu’ (derivative law) and not the core definitively established aspects of religion. As
individuals and groups, we should not allow differences of opinion on peripheral matters
to undermine the cohesion of our families and communities. When strongly-held views
in fiqh lead to dissension, discord and division, then greater weight should be given to
maintaining community cohesion and avoiding negative impacts on the lives of the
Muslim community.
There are definitively established texts that regard unity and community cohesion as
wajib (an obligation). In addition, we hold that the principle of muwafaqa ahl-albilad (conforming with the local community) should be followed, irrespective of one’s
belief in the correctness of any personal opinion or research.
Steps in Achieving Harmony
Acknowledging the above approach is the first step in attaining harmony. By accepting
that all opinions based on sound scholarship are valid, we inculcate the qualities of mutual
respect and appreciation rooted in the character and values of the Prophet (s). þ Above all,
disagreements between scholars should not be based upon jealousy, animosity or perceived
status, nor on scholarly bigotry, bias and prejudice that manifests as a desire to impose
one’s view at the expense of the wider community interest. Scholars and local leaders need
to nurture within themselves, their followers and the wider community a willingness to
compromise and arrive at a consensus. This may mean at times that one gives up one’s
own view and goes with the majority to ensure the greater goal of community unity and
cohesion.
One of the long-term goals of British Muslims should be to delegate the issue of deciding
the Islamic calendar to a body which has broad appeal and represents the diverse scholarly
views found in the UK. It is the absence of this that leads to a plethora of views and
opinions. Such a body would provide much-needed leadership in this area that would lay
to rest the annual drama associated with the moon sighting season. It would bring back
the focus on Ramadan as a time for bringing the community together with the aim of
gaining closeness to God through acts of charity and worship.
Leaders and opinion formers in the community need to weigh the benefits of promoting
personal or group views on moonsighting or prayer times, against the trauma and damage
done to individuals and local communities by refusing to compromise on such a derivative
matter. In addition, the impact of the ‘moon-fighting’ saga on the image of Muslims and
Islam in general should be considered.
We need to balance partisan loyalty to a particular method with the very real consequences
this has on ripping apart the bonds of brotherhood within our faith community. Scholars
and leaders need to exemplify the core values of the Prophet (s), one of which is a willingness
to compromise provided it did not entail the definitively prohibited.
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Our attempt at finding a consensus must be firmly rooted in three principles: (1) fidelity
to scripture and tradition, (2) maintaining communal harmony and (3) bringing ease
and facilitation within the ambit of the permissible.

4. Key principles
1. Islamic law and the natural world: It is part of the sacred beauty of Islam
– the religion of natural disposition (din al-fitra) – that throughout our lives,
our daily worship interpenetrates the rhythms of nature: the rising and setting
of the sun, the waxing and waning of the moon, the turning of the seasons,
and the elemental forces of fire, air, earth and water. The external world is a
manifestation of the attributes of the Creator; everything within it is a sign of
Allah perceived by the senses (ayatullah al-manzur). We are not merely urged to
turn our gazes to the created world as an act of sacred contemplation; but rather
are compelled to do so, in order to consecrate acts of worship to the Lord who
transcends that same creation. The times of obligatory prayer can only be known
through observation of sunlight and shadow; the obligatory and optional fasts
through the phases of the moon. The length of those fasts are determined by the
order of the seasons; purification for prayer is attained through water or earth.
2. The imperative to follow qualified scholarship: Allah describes the Quran as
‘a comprehensive explanation of all things (tibyan li-kulli shay).’ However, a central
pillar of its revealed guidance has been the commanding of recourse to those
eminently qualified to guide others as to the true interpretation – or interpretations
– of the Divine scripture. First without equal among these guides is, of course,
our beloved Master Muhammad (endless peace and blessing upon him and his
family); the imperative to obey him is one of the most oft-repeated commands
found in the Quran. Thereafter, believers are commanded to follow those steeped
in understanding of the Quran and Prophetic Sunna – known variously as:
‘possessors of living hearts (ulu al-albab),’ ‘those deeply rooted in knowledge
(al-mustanbitin fi al-ilm)’, and ‘the people of the Remembrance (ahl al-dhikr).’
3. The responsibility of scholars to act with integrity: The privileged position of
the scholars requires them to act with wisdom, understanding and kindness, and
to work for the greater good. Scholars need to work towards attaining a degree of
consensus on this issue and purge this field from political and partisan considerations.
The responsibility of scholars is to put issues in their proper context to address the
needs of the community even if this means to give up their own opinions for the
greater good. This is especially necessary when the matter relates to derivative issues
and does not affect the core of the religion. This also applies to the local leadership
structures found across the mosques in this country. It is the responsibility of
such bodies to seek qualified opinions and then weigh against the greater good.
The British Board of Scholars & Imams
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4. Responsibility of individuals: It is clear, then, that the responsibility of the
individual Muslim begins and ends with seeking qualified scholars to advise them
on the derivative rulings of sacred law, such as the issue of when precisely the fast
begins and fajr can be prayed. Thereafter, it is the responsibility of the ulama
to exert all their efforts to determine the answer to this question with as much
precision as possible and maintain the necessary decorum and etiquette of debate
5. Respecting valid differences of opinion: The preceding indicates that one
sometimes finds a range of opinions on a particular matter of law. There would
not merely be a difference of opinion between schools, but sometimes within
schools as well. Classically, these discussions would be conducted in closed classes,
private debates or by correspondence between the scholars concerned. Crucially,
the debates were between people who – by and large – understood the ethics
of debate and disagreement. Their longstanding and sometimes fiercely
contested arguments would nonetheless be characterised by civility and mutual
respect. The nature of the modern world – especially the near-total eradication
of private space – has entailed these debates spilling over into the ever-expanding
public domain. Increasingly, they have been witnessed by the Muslim laity, many
of whom do not recognise the ethics of disagreement, and erroneously assume
that differences of opinion must entail antagonism. Imam Ghazali stated that,
‘debating over religion is disliked for scholars and forbidden for the laity.’[1
6. There is no condemnation of valid differences: A fundamental principle of
our religion is that, on matters genuinely differed-upon, there can be no mutual
condemnation (la inkar fi masa’il al-ijtihad).[2] This has been elucidated by
many scholars from the earliest generations up until present day, and accounts
for the harmonious co-existence of different schools of law who worship, trade
and conduct their family lives in different ways. The fact that a Hanafi might pray
Dhuhr when a Shafii is praying Asr brings about no acrimony or dissension. This
does not entail a free-for-all in the domain of legal opinion; it has been further
expounded by our scholarly tradition that genuine difference of opinion (alikhtilaf) is based on opinions that are derived through sound methodology from
authenticated narrations. As the ulama state, ‘if you transmit a position, let it be
an authenticated one; if you make a claim, prove your point.’[3] It thus excludes
aberrant, unfounded opinions or roundly rejected interpretations from the ambit
of this toleration.
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5. The key issues of difference
There are three key issues that are a matter of debate amongst scholars and different groups:
1. How to determine the start and end of Ramadan.
2. How to determine the start and end time of Isha and start time of Fajr/Suhur,
especially in periods of extremely early/late or persistent twilight during the
summer months.
3. How to deal with the issue of long fasts during the Summer period.
Why have these issues arisen in recent times and specifically in the West?
•

Scripture provides broad indicators to establish prayer and fasting times linked
to the Sun and moon that are generally reliable in hot climates where the skies
are clear, and the day and night are of moderate length.

•

These indicators are not defined in a scientific manner, e.g. based on precise
minutes or degrees, but rely upon general observations that any ordinary person
could make as part of their daily life.

•

Over the last 100 years sizable communities of Muslims have established
themselves in the Northern Hemisphere above 48.5 degrees latitude. The
climate in these regions makes it difficult to observe the sun and moon
consistently. Historically, there has been a lack of robust data based upon actual
sightings in the UK.

•

In relation to Ramadan, some scholars in the UK in the early 1980s decided to
base their decision on the start of Ramadan and reports from other countries,
such as Morocco due to its close proximity. Thereafter, due to a technical
communication issue, some scholars decided to follow Saudi Arabia. This was in
addition to overcome the issues of sighting the moon in inclement conditions .

•

The community in the UK has differed on the use of calculations to determine
the start of Ramadan. The use of scientific calculations can establish the birth
of the new moon (conjunction) but cannot predict its visibility from the earth.
This has led some scholars to use calculations to establish the boundaries of
visibility of the moon, to verify actual sightings, not as an independent means to
establish the start of the month of Ramadan based on potential visibility.

•

In these Northern locations, there are days when there is persistent twilight
which means Isha and Fajr/Suhur times are difficult to establish, and there are
extreme variations in the length of night and day, especially in summer and
The British Board of Scholars & Imams
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winter periods.
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•

The growth in the use of artificial lighting, industrialisation of society, and
progress in the means of communication over the last 150 years has meant that
work and leisure patterns were no longer linked to sunrise and sunset; instead,
clocks became the means of telling the time and regulating daily life. In practice,
the shari’a indicators no longer directly play an active part in daily life.

•

Although there are texts in the Quran and Sunna on these matters (see
Appendix A), their application, especially in far northern regions, is not clearcut and requires scholarly interpretation. This is the source of difference of
opinion on these matters.

•

Scholars have attempted to convert astronomical signs which were meant to be
broad into scientific and precise formulas, relying on scientific definitions, e.g.
18 degrees as a definition of disappearance of twilight and start of night/true
dawn.

•

Scholars continue to debate the strength and weaknesses of each opinion and
whether they accurately reflect the shari’a indicators. All opinions are supported
by strong direct or indirect proofs and evidences and are backed by references to
the works of eminent scholars.

•

Living as a varied and diverse minority community in the UK means there
is no central body to decide or arbitrate on these issues. In this situation the
central authority has de facto been delegated to local communities which are
predominantly centred around mosques and community centres, which may
have separate and respective loyalties to certain viewpoints or countries.

•

So far it has not been possible to arrive at a consensus due to a lack of (or poor
quality) actual sighting data for both moonsighting and twilight observation.

•

However, as the accuracy and range of sightings increases across the UK we will
increasingly be in a position to converge on a consensus of using this data. If
there are sufficient number of sighting points all over the UK and clear and
transparent data is provided, then this may be a possible way out and a unifying
position for the UK Muslim community.
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What are the Different Positions?
1. Moonsighting
A variety of methods have been suggested in classical and modern scholarship to determine
the beginning of the new month, especially for Ramadan, ‘Id and Hajj. This is based
on the interpretation of what the hadith ‘fast when you see it and cease the fast when you
see it’ (Bukhari), actually means – who are ‘you’ and what does ‘seeing’ mean? The main
positions are noted in Table 1.
Position

Notes

Issues

Local
sighting
(ikhtilaf
al-matali’)

Only sighting by a local populace
validates the new month, else 30
days are completed. The classical
strong position of the Shafii and
Maliki schools. ‘You’ means ‘the local
community’.

What does ‘local’ mean in the context of
the modern ease of communication over
vast distances, and why? On what legal basis
should one restrict ‘local’ to a city, country
or region?

Global
sighting
(ittifaq
al-matali’)

A valid sighting anywhere in the world
is applicable to the rest of the world.
This is the classical strong position
of the Hanafi and Hanbali schools,
and some Malikis. ‘You’ means ‘the
Muslims in general’.

Practically, this would entail that a sighting
of the moon in California at 6pm would
be retrospectively valid for Muslims in
Indonesia, for whom it would be 2pm the
next day, so this is impractical despite the
ease of communication

‘Horizonal’
sighting

A valid sighting anywhere is applicable
for everyone to the west, north or
south. A strong variant of the Shafii
position and the Hanafi school.

Avoids the logistical difficulties of the first
two options, but introduces an arbitrary
restriction for which there is no textual
basis. Effectively assumes the possibility of
sighting the moon to the west if it has been
actually sighted in the east, which does not
reflect how sighting curves work.

Calculation

If it is determined (by agreed criteria)
that it is possible to sight the crescent,
that possibility is deemed an actual
sighting. A strong position in the
Shafii school, and held by others as
well. ‘See’ means ‘potentially see’ –
based on the variant hadith of Bukhari:
‘if it is obscured, then calculate’

Following
Saudi Arabia

Effectively the proposal that the
Saudi decision should be binding
on all Muslims. Possible to adopt as
any country may choose to follow
the ruling of a Qadi outside its
jurisdiction. ‘See’ means those in Saudi
Arabia.

Potential sighting criteria need to be agreed.
Deviates from the literal sense of the
central hadith and rejected by a number of
schools. However, enables future planning
of calendars and so determination of
important dates in advance.[4] Calculations
can pinpoint the birth (conjunction of
earth, sun, or moon) but cannot predict
visibility of the moon in a particular
location.
No classical precedent despite being
possible in the Middle East historically.
Some concerns about the validity of
sightings done there, given the calculation
basis of the rest of the year’s calendar (Umm
al-Qura). Leading Saudi scholars reject the
position.

Table 1: an overview of major positions on moonsighting
The British Board of Scholars & Imams
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2. Determining Suhur and Isha time during persistent twilight
Both the fajr prayer and the fast commence at true dawn (al-subh al-sadiq) by consensus,
which Allah describes as being when ‘the white thread (of the sky) has become clearly distinct
to you from the black thread (of the horizon) at the time of fajr’ (2:187). Any fajr prayer
performed before this, or fast commenced after, is definitively invalid. What precisely
constitutes al-subh al-sadiq, however, is not definitive, because dawn is not a binary event:
the intensity and spread of light on the horizon changes incrementally over time, making
the precise determination of the phenomenon open to interpretation. Equally, isha time
commences by consensus at the disappearance of twilight (ghuyub al-shafaq), but there
is similarly a difference of opinion about what this constitutes and how to determine it.
There are thus a variety of opinions on what precise observable phenomena constitute
these two critical periods.
Far northern latitudes, however, additionally experience persistent twilight, where the sun
does not sink sufficiently low beneath the horizon during summer, and twilight can persist
through the night until morning. This entails that the normal signs indicating the onset
of isha, fajr, and the fast are absent. Classical jurists have discussed this intermittently over
800 years, focussing almost entirely on isha rather than fajr, and reaching no consensus
on how to deal with this issue. In modern times, a number of suggestions have thus been
propounded, given how many people are now affected by this issue. A summary of these
options (there are others, but these are the primary ones), most of which revolve around
determining a time (taqdir) for isha and fajr, is laid out in Table 2.
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Position

Notes

Issues

Perform isha after
midnight (nisf-ullayl)

Assumes that there was a very brief
isha time that has been missed, so it
is performed effectively in fajr time

Fajr therefore begins just after midnight,
leading to a very long fast (up to 21-22
hours). There also clearly is no isha time
that has been missed

Taqdir according to
the nearest place/
time where isha
enters

The classical Shafii position,
adopted by Malikis, Hanbalis and
some Hanafis

Entails a very brief isha period between
0100-0130 if adopted strictly, as well as a
very long fast

Taqdir by fixing a
duration

A modern solution (including
Umm al-Qura) of creating an isha
by adding 90 mins to sunset and
subtracting 90 mins from sunrise

Creates a reasonable isha and fajr time,
but has a weak basis in observation,
astronomy or Islamic law. Also entails a
jump between a very early fajr/late isha to
the 90 min taqdir

Taqdir by an
average of the
normal durations

The so-called ‘1/7th of the night
position’ – formed by looking at
the average ration of maghrib : isha
through the year

A variant of the original Shafii position
that avoids the hardship of the nearest
place/time position but also has some
basis in the observations through the year
and scholarly precedent
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Combine maghrib
and Isha

Based on a minority classical
position that any significant
hardship validates combining, but
rejected by the majority of modern
scholarship

A means of avoiding hardship, but why
should it not be applied also to a very late
but validly entering isha? If it should,
when does it become hard? Also does not
answer the question of when fajr begins

Isha is not obligatory

A position debated in the classical
Hanafi school, because its signs do
not enter

Rejected by the virtual consensus of
modern scholarship, as would entail no
performance of isha for months

Table 2: an overview of the determination and performance of isha in persistent
twilight
3.

Dealing with a Very Long Fast

The length of the fast varies much more widely in northern latitudes than in any of the
classical Muslim lands, with the significant exception of the lands of Bulghar, which are
now in Kazakhstan. In summer, the fasts can reach to 18-21 hours, depending on how far
north one is and what position to determine fajr one adopts. As such, very little attention
is paid to the length of the fast in summer months in northern latitudes in classical works,
likely because a textually-specified dispensation for hardship already exists. The default is
that the fast remains obligatory no matter how long it is, though the time of al-subh alsadiq can be determined by taqdir. Should keeping the fast prove too onerous, it should
be broken and made up on easier days. This has been the default practice of the Bulghars
for hundreds of years, as well as the Muslim populations of the west for the last 40 years
or so.
However, a number of renowned Egyptian scholars and others in the 19th-20th centuries
proposed that fast durations should be artificially set in far northern countries in the same
way that prayer times were determined there by taqdir. It was proposed that the length
be set by either the length of that day’s fast in Makkah or another mid-latitude country.
Their rationale was three-fold: an extension of the taqdir of prayer times in the absence of
their signs (in this case the onset of dawn), the relieving of excessive and harmful difficulty
from people in having to keep such long fasts, and retaining the sanctity of Ramadan – as
it would be inconceivable to simply not fast during a summer Ramadan. Scripture relating
to the timings of the fast needed to be understood in the context of the geographical
realities of mid-latitude countries, and to not exempt those outside this range would be to
misunderstand the underlying purpose of sacred law related to the fast.
It is very important to point out that this is a fringe opinion that has not been accepted by
the vast majority of scholars in the UK, who actually experience the hardship of the summer
fast. Large community studies have demonstrated that more than 80% of UK Muslims of
The British Board of Scholars & Imams
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all demographics found the length of the summer fast bearable whilst performing their
normal activities; there appears to be little difference between the subjective hardship of a
19 hour fast in a northern summer as opposed to a 15 hour fast in a Makkan summer; and
there is no demonstrable medical rationale to infer that a lengthy fast, in the absence of
specific health conditions, is harmful purely because it is long. Those that do not follow
this view, however, should nevertheless maintain mutual respect for these individuals who
do choose to follow it.

6. General Counsel to the Muslims
We would strongly counsel the lay Muslim and scholarly community to remember and
act upon the following principles in their daily practice:
1. It is a communal obligation (fard kifaya) to accurately determine
the prayer times and the start and end times of the fast, as well as the
commencement of Islamic months. If some members of the community
have fulfilled this responsibility, it is lifted from the remainder.[5]
2. Furthermore, such determinations are a matter of public order (min al-umur alintizamiyya) – that is, they are not meant to be carried out by just anyone. Rather,
in the traditional Muslim world, fulfilling this particular duty would be the role
of a government department or authorised working group. For those living as
minorities in non-Muslim lands, the responsibility devolves onto the community
as a whole, who in turn appoint figures of authority, such as the ulama and
mosque committees, to fulfil the task on their behalf. In either case, it is imperative
to act in consultation with those qualified for the task (ashab al-ahliyya) – in
this case, legal and scientific experts. Moving forward, it is a necessity for these
various groups to appoint a representative body to set the Islamic Calendar dates.
3. By the grace of Allah, this communal obligation has already been
performed by a number of scholars over the decades in the UK.
4. Most importantly, it should be noted that senior, qualified scholars have
given fatwa on the differing positions. In accordance with the well-known
legal principle, in the absence of a judge (qadi) to rule decisively or a clear
preponderance of opinion in a school, the lay Muslim may follow any of the
positions agreed by their scholars without fear of their prayers or fasts being
invalid. By doing so, they have fulfilled their personal responsibility to Allah.
5. At the same time, we urge those given responsibility by the community to
come together, clearly review the evidence – scriptural, legal, astronomical
and observational – and agree upon a way forward for all their communities
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that brings unity (muwafaqa) despite any ethnic, legal or minor doctrinal
differences that may exist in our diverse community. It is time to build consensus.
6. It is imperative that we avoid sowing doubt in people’s minds about the
validity of their fasts and prayers. This is a matter of genuine scholarly debate
and ongoing discussion – there is much work that still needs to be done.
We would therefore urge everybody to remember that there should be no
condemnation about matters genuinely differed upon in the religion.[6]
7. It is important that scholars and local leaders act with integrity and keep the wider
interests of the community at the fore. They are duty bound to build a consensus
that is within the parameters of scripture and tradition, and that will bring
harmony to the community across the UK. It is vital that our leaders model the core
Prophetic values of communal unity, personal humility, inter-personal compassion
and willingness to compromise.
May Allah provision our minds with clear understanding, our bodies with willing and
joyful submission, and our hearts with a unity that comes from love and mutual respect,
despite our differences.

‘Oh Allah, let us see the truth as true and follow it,
and let us see falsehood as false, and avoid it.’

The British Board of Scholars & Imams
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Appendices:
7. Appendix 1: Central Source Texts for
Moonsighting, Prayer Times and Fasting
As a starting point, ijtihad (independent juristic reasoning) is only permissible in the
absence of a clear and unequivocal text (nass) whose authenticity is established (qat’i aldalalah, qat’i al-wurud). In the context of these issues, the sacred texts establish clear
positions in general terms, but are open to multiple interpretations when applied in
different contexts. For ease, only basic referencing will be used – for further discussion,
please refer to specialist works on the topics, particularly ‘Shedding Light on the Dawn’,
by Shaykh Dr Asim Yusuf, the most comprehensive analysis of prayer and fasting times
in northern latitudes.
a) Texts relevant to Key Issue 1 (determining the start and end of Ramadan –
moonsighting)
‘They ask you concerning the crescent moons, say they are measurements of time for
people and for the pilgrimage’ (2:189).
Abu Huraira narrated: The Prophet (s) said, “Start fasting on seeing the crescent
(of Ramadan), and give up fasting on seeing the crescent (of Shawwal), and if the
sky is overcast, complete thirty days of Sha’ban.”
[Bukhari and Muslim]
Abdullah ibn ‘Umar narrated: The Prophet (s) said, “Do not fast until you see the
crescent-moon, and do not break the fast until you have seen the crescent moon,
but if conditions are overcast for you then calculate it (f’aqduru lah).”
[Bukhari and Muslim]
b) Texts relevant to Key Issue 2 (determining suhur and prayer times during
periods of persistent twilight)
‘And eat and drink until the white thread (light) of dawn appears to You distinct
from the black thread (darkness of night), Then complete your fast till the nightfall.’
(2:187)
‘Establish regular prayers - at the sun’s decline till the darkness of the night, and
the morning prayer and reading: for the prayer and reading in the morning are
witnessed.’ (15:78)
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Abdullah ibn Amr narrated: The Prophet (s) said, “The time for the morning
prayer (fajr) lasts as long as the first visible part of the rising sun does not appear;
and the time of the noon prayer (dhuhr) is when the sun declines from the zenith
and it is not time for the afternoon prayer; and the time for the afternoon prayer
(asr) is so long as the sun does not become pale and its first visible part does not
set; and the time for the evening prayer (maghrib) is that when the sun disappears
and (it lasts) till the twilight is no more; and the time for the night prayer (isha) is
up to the midnight.”
[Muslim]
This and other similar texts are clear that Isha time starts with the disappearance of
twilight. The scholars have differed on the meaning of twilight whether it refers to the
redness or whiteness after sunset. In addition, these texts are not definitive on the issue of
when Isha time starts during periods of persistent twilight. This again is an area where the
scholars have exerted their efforts to arrive at a solution.
c) Texts relevant to key issue 3 (long fasts in summer days)
‘And eat and drink until the white thread (light) of dawn appears to You distinct
from the black thread (darkness of night), Then complete Your fast till the nightfall
… but if anyone is ill, or on a journey, the prescribed period (Should be made up)
during later days. Allah intends every facility for you; He does not want to put to
difficulties.’ (2:187)
Umar ibn al-Khattab narrated: The Prophet (s) said, “When night falls from this
side and the day vanishes from this side and the sun sets, then the fasting person
should break his fast.”
[Bukhari and Muslim]

8. Appendix 2: Key Texts on the principle of Muwafaqa
Ahl-al-Bilad (conforming with the local community)
‘The same Religion has He established for you As that which He enjoined on Noah - the
which we have sent by inspiration to Thee - and that which we enjoined on Abraham, Moses,
and Jesus: Namely, that ye should remain steadfast In religion, and make no divisions
therein: to those who worship other things than Allah, hard is the (way) to which Thou
callest them.’ (3:13)
‘He [Hârûn (Aaron)] said: “O son of My mother! seize (me) not by My beard, nor by My
head! Verily, I feared lest You should say: ‘You have caused a division among the Children of
Israel, and You have not respected My word!’’ (19:94)
The British Board of Scholars & Imams
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Aisha overruling Masruq when he sought to fast out of caution on the day of Sacrifice
stating: ‘Sacrifice is on the day that people make the sacrifice, and the end of the fast is when
people end the fast’
This is supported by the following hadith:
The fast is the day when you all fast, and the end of the fast is when you all end the
fast, and the ‘Id of sacrifice is when you make the sacrifice.
[Abu Dawud, Tirmidhi, and Ibn Majah]
Commenting on this Hadith Imam Tirmidhi states: ‘some of the people of knowledge
have explained this to mean that one should fast and end the fasting with the community
(jama’a) and the majority of the people.’
The scholars are clear that even if the local community makes an error in their ijtihad
on the day of ‘Id or Ramadan, this will not affect the validity of the fasts and ‘Id even
if it later transpires that a mistake was made. For instance, Imam Abu Dawud narrated
the aforementioned hadith of the Prophet under the chapter heading: ‘if people make an
error in sighting the moon’. Finally, the following hadith also has bearing on this matter:

‘If you see differences, then stick with the vast majority…’
Endnotes
[1] Ihya Ulum al-Din, Kitab al-Ilm
[2] Al-Ashbah wa al-Naza’ir of Suyuti – a very well-known principle among the righteous predecessors
(salaf) and their successors (khalaf).
[3] Kubra al-Yaqiniyyat al-Kawniyya 34: in kunta naqilan fa al-sihha, wa in kunta muda’iyyan fa al-dalil.
[4] NB: contrary to popular opinion, crescent visibility curves are not a modern invention, having been
known about in the classical Muslim period. There are many examples in medieval astronomical literature
that look very similar to modern ones
[5] Ibn Qudama in his al-Mughni [2:30-31], for example, notes that, ‘when one hears the adhan from
a reliable source, one should commence prayer, without attempting to work out whether the time has
entered oneself, for the Prophet (s) said, ‘the muadhins are entrusted,’ (Abu Dawud) and ‘there are two
duties Muslims must perform that hang from the necks of the muadhins: their prayers and their fasts’ (ibn
Majah). – dar alam al-kutub
[6] Al-Ashbah wa al-Naza’ir of Suyuti 224 – la yunkar al-mukhtalaf fihi, innama yunkar al-mujma’
alayh: a well-known principle among the righteous predecessors (salaf) and their successors (khalaf).
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